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Improve impact parameter resolution by a factor of ~3 
•  Get closer to IP (position of first layer): 39mm → 22mm 
•  Reduce material budget: 1.14% → 0.3% 𝑋↓0  per layer or better 
•  Increase pixel density: 50µm x 425µm → 20µm x 20µm 

High standalone tracking efficiency and 𝑝↓T  resolution 
•  Increase granularity: 6 layers → 7 layers, reduced pixel size 
•  Larger radial extension 39-430mm → 22-430mm 

Fast PbPb (and pp) readout 
•  instantaneous luminosity: 6∙ 10↑27  cm↑−2 s↑−1 , using 

𝜎↓PbPb↑hadronic =8b, gives a hadronic interaction rate of 50kHz  
•  Current ITS setup allows a maximal readout at 1kHz 
•  New setup: Pb-Pb collisions are readout at >50kHz and pp at 

>2MHz 

DESIGN GOALS  
Inner tracker 
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OUTER	BARREL	(OB)	

Stave	

Spaceframe	

Cold	P
late	

Outer	
	Layers		

1.5m	

Outer Barrel (OB): 4 layers pixels 
Radial position (mm): 194, 247, 353, 405  

Length in z (mm): 843, 1475 
Nr. of staves: 22, 28, 40, 46 

Nr. of modules:  176, 224, 560, 644 
Nr. of chip: 2464, 3136, 7840, 9016 

Nr. of chip/module: 2x7 
Nr. of modules /half stave: 4, 4, 7, 7 

Nr. of modules/stave: 8, 8, 14, 14 
Nr. of chips/stave:  112, 112, 196, 196   

Based	on	Layout-TDR-5	

Pixel	chip	
(15mmx30mmx0,05mm)	

Middle		
Layers	

Nikhef	participation	25%	
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Inner Tracker System development at Nikhef 
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Electronics	

assembly	tooling	

Stave	assembly	

ASIC	development	



ASIC development 
Produced and tested variants of band-
gap and temperature sensor ALPOSE test chip 

Both  circuits are confirmed to 
behave exactly as designed 
and simulated. 
Both are integrated in ALPIDE 
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Deepak Gajanana 
German Henao 
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•  Nikhef/UU is responsible for integration of the read-out unit (between 
pixel modules and DAQ). 

•  Interface to local power supplies (Berkeley) 
•  Interface to pixel modules (CERN) 
•  GBT link to DAQ () 

•  Cabling 
•  UU+Nikhef tested data transport across (firefly) cables and between 

modules 
•  Successfully tested so far: 

•  Power section (DCDC):accuracy, noise, ripple, inrush, ….) 
•  Communication with sensors (1.2 Gb/s, 400 Mb/s) 
•  Communication via GBT (4.8 Gb/s) 
•  Monitoring and test connections 
•  Clock distribution 
•  FLASH PROM 

•  à Well on track Marcel Rossewij(UU) 
Jan-David Schipper 



Production @Nikhef / schedule 
• Nikhef will produce 25% of the OB staves	
• Assembly is assumes <2 weeks/stave (280 days estimate) 
•  Expected production rate - 25 staves in a year 
• Commissioning of ITS expeted in March 2019  

•  (400 days estimate) 

•  Production has started in December 
• Mechanical stave was assembled successfully 
•  Stave1 assembled 

•  Power bus and bridges need soldering 
•  New fast power test to be done 

ITS	Update	-	March	2018	-	Goran	Simatović	-	Nikhef	 7	16-03-18	



@Nikhef 
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•  Reception of material 
•  Acceptance testing (QA) 

•  Powering 
•  FIFO 
•  Memory tests 
•  Resistance/

connections 
•  Flipping 
•  10um precision cutting 
•  Post-cut testing 
•  Storage/assembly/

shipping 

Large	student	involvement	

Nikhef	contributed	
significantly	to	the	
assembly	tooling	



1.	Module	Handling	 2.	TAB	Cutting	

3.	Module	Assembly	 4.	Soldering	

0th	Half	Stave	

FIRST								HALF	STAVE	READY	
Inner	Tracker	System	
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Strong involvement of students in production 
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•  ALICE service task 



Proposed FoCal Upgrade 
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•  proposal to measure forward direct photons to study low-x 
gluon distributions/gluon saturation (under discussion for 
installation in LS3) 

•  EM probe provides cleanest sensitivity to initial state 
distributions 

•  unique opportunity in ALICE:  
non-instrumented region (3.5 < η< 5.3) to install calorimeters 

• main challenge: separate γ/π0 at high energy 
•  need small Molière radius, high-granularity read-out 

for EM calorimeter 
•  π0 (pT = 10 GeV/c, y = 4.5, a = 0.5) is d = 2mm 
•  smallest cell size for calorimeter:  5x5mm2 (CALICE R&D) 

•  develop digital pixel calorimeter! 
•  jet measurements with particle flow algorithms 

x-sensitivity of EM-probes

x2 ⇡ 2pTp
s
e�y



FoCal R&D: A Digital Pixel Calorimeter Prototype 
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Full MAPS SiW calorimeter prototype 
using MIMOSA sensor with 30x30 µm2 pixels 
•  39 M pixels in 4x4x10 cm3  
•  world-wide smallest Moliere radius: RM ≈ 11mm 
•  24 layers 
•  next step: new prototype with ALPIDE sensor 

technology also useful for medical applications 
(protonCT) 

•  motivation 
•  proof of principle of digital calorimetry:  

energy measurement from hit counting 
•  test technology choices for high-granularity layers in FoCal 
•  verify shower description in GEANT to sub-mm level 

layer	4	 layer	8	

single	event	hit	distribution	for	244	GeV	electron	
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•  Good linearity 
•  Very little saturation observed  

(power β= 0.98) 
 

•  Good energy resolution 
note: sampling fraction < 1/1000  

Linearity and energy resolution 

ideal detector: no dead/bad sensors  
real detector: including dead/bad sensors 

resolution sufficient for 
forward measurement 
 
 
successful proof of 
principle!  
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•  single shower position resolution obtained from width of residuals  
•  can provide excellent two-shower separation 
 
•  shower measurements with unprecedented detail – use to tune GEANT calculations! 
•  low energy: early shower maximum, profiles broaden and decay with depth  

Lateral shower profiles 
5	GeV	e+	

first	

paper
	

accep
ted	

in	JINS
T!		



ALICE in the Netherlands 
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•  major contributions ITS upgrade 
•  both hardware and software 

•  Strong involvement of students (master/PhD) 
•  Active international collaboration (Torino, Frascati, Bari, Liverpool, 

Daresbury, Berkeley, Bergen ... ) for both projects 
•  ITS upgrade is planned to significantly extend the capability of ALICE 

•  Thermalization, heavy quark in-medium energy loss 
•  Anisotropic flow, quarkonium dissociation 

•   R&D for FoCal upgrade proposal 
•  Successful proof of principle of digital calorimetry 
•  Enables unique measurements: Low x gluon saturation 
•  Future of calorimeters (?), potential for medical application  


